We construct 2-divisible, torsion-free abelian groups G admitting an alternating bilinear map. We use these groups G to find nilpotent groups N of class 2 such that Aut(N) modulo a natural normal subgroup is a prescribed group.
Introduction
The main problem in working with torsion-free nilpotent groups seems to be the lack of elementary methods in constructing these groups. Wreath products are only useful for finite p-groups, cf. [5] and (upper triangular) matrix methods become too complicated for dimensions greater than 3. Hence many authors restrict their interest to dimension 3 and construct nilpotent groups of class 2, see [6, 11, 12, 16, 18] for example. We will do the same and discuss their results in connection with our new construction below. The matrix methods have another defect as well. The outcoming nilpotent groups are strongly related with the underlying ring as well as the shape of the upper triangular 3-by-3 matrices, i.e. with the matrix multiplication. Hence strong ring theoretic results on F-rings are needed to get the desired nilpotent groups [6] .
Here we will use a different technique due to Baer [1] and published over sixty years ago in the Transactions of the AMS. A good account on this can be found in Warfield [22, pp. 26-42] , and we recall some basic facts. Consider the central extension G of the abelian groups A , B, Theorem 1.0. Let G+ be an abelian group which is uniquely 2-divisible, equipped with an alternating bilinear map f: G x G -> G such that f(f(x, y), z) = 0 for all x, y, z e G.
Define a multiplication on G, letting xy = x + y + \f(x, y).
then G' = Gy is a nilpotent group of class 2 which is uniquely 2-radkable and (G+, f) -> G'f is a category isomorphism.
In particular, automorphisms of G\ correspond to automorphisms of (G+, f), which is crucial for our investigation. We have the following consequence of the Baer-Lazard Theorem 1.0 (with a somewhat weaker hypothesis). Proposition 1.1. Let G+ be a 2-torsion-free abelian group, equipped with an alternating bilinear map f: G x G -> G such that f(f(x, y), z) = 0 for all x, y, z e G.
Define the nilpotent group GV of class 2 by letting x.y -x + y + f(x, y). Then the following are equivalent.
(1) ae Aut G}, ( 2) a e Aut G+ and a is f-invariant, i.e., f(x, y)a = f(xa, ya) for all x, y eG.
We will give an easy and direct proof of this result, which is the starting point of our investigations. Recall that G+ is 2-torsion-free, if the 2-socle G [2] = {g e G : 2g = 0} is 0. Using this and f(x ,y)e#G; also
and q e Aut G+ .
(2) -» (1) is trivial, and Proposition 1.1 is shown.
Let (G+ , f) be as in Proposition 1.1. Then we will say that f is not degenerate, if for any x e G\ f(G, G) there exists y e G' such that f(x, y) ^ 0.
If G = G'f is as in Proposition 1.1 and if g e G', then clearly fg = f( , g) is an endomorphism of G' and we may consider fa = {fa : x e X} for any subset I of G. The same argument as in (1.1) then shows License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 1.2. Let (G, f) and G\ be as in Proposition 1.1. Then the following hold.
(a) f(GxG)ÇxG}.
(b) If f is not degenerate, then xG\ = f(G, G), and under the same assumption follows Lemma 1.3. Inn G' = I + f2Q.
The aim of this paper is a realization theorem for prescribed outer automorphism groups of nilpotent groups of class 2. In view of Proposition 1.1 our method should be clear. We will model abelian groups G+ with an alternating bilinear map / such that the /-invariant automorphisms of G+ do "almost" what we want.
After these reduction arguments we will describe our abelian-bilinear methods which hopefully will motivate nonabelian algebraists to study recent techniques from abelian group theory which seem to be useful in many areas of algebra.
Let H be the group which we want to realize as an outer automorphism group. Taking a cotorsion-free, commutative ring S (any reduced subring of Q will suffice), we convert H into a group ring R = S[H] which is cotorsion-free as well; see §2 for cotorsion-freeness. Next we define an alternating bilinear map / on a free iv-module F (where F is large enough to allow some combinatorial arguments). The map / is then defined naturally on a basis of F . The module F can be viewed as a dense submodule of its Z-adic completion F and an easy continuity argument shows that / can be extended to an alternating bilinear map / of F , which we denote by / as well.
In §2 we derive some useful properties of /. The main result in §4 on Rmodules is an application of Shelah's Black Box [21] to (F, /) ; see [3] for a proof of the Black Box. This will yield an Ä-module G ç F containing F such that (**) End G = R © fa, where fa is an ideal of End G and (**) is a split extension. The category isomorphism, given in Proposition 1.0, applied to (G+, /) with (**) leads to the desired torsion-free nilpotent group G\ -G' of class 2. This functor has the following consequences. In [5 and 7] we obtained similar results for locally soluble groups with "//*" resp. 1 + fa replaced by H, resp. Inn G'. It follows from (1.3) or from 1 + fa = Stab G* that Inn G' is a subgroup of 1 + fa, and clearly H C H* from «# = 1 = «.«* for all « e H ç C/i?. Hence it is desirable to have each pair Inn G' C I + fa and H ç H* essentially equal.
A general theorem of Hall's [9] implies that Stab G' is abelian and we are able to show Corollary 3.2. If S = Z, then H = H* and Aut G' = Stab G' x H, where Stab G'/Inn G' = ® Z2 is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank \G\.
Hence we can prescribe outer automorphisms Out G = Aut G'/Inn G up to 0 Z2. Moreover, Corollary 3.3. If S = Z(2) (localized at 2Z), then Aut G' = Inn G' x H* for all H*, which is a (true) realization theorem for H*.
If H is not too complicated, then we can determine H* in case (3.3), see §5. We have V4* S. F4 © Z2, Z* = Z3 ( §5) and 1* = 1 . From 1* = 1 we obtain a class (not a set) of nilpotent groups of class 2 which are semicomplete (OutG = 1).
The papers [5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 18, 19, 23, 24] in the references deal with the same topic and we briefly discuss their relationship. In [5, 7] we consider mainly locally finite p-groups and arbitrary groups, respectively. These classes being closed under sufficiently many operators, allow a class of groups G with Aut G = Inn G x H. If H = I, then G provides an answer to a question of Philip Hall's. The constructions are purely based on group theory; we mainly use topological wreath products, which are very different from the methods in this paper. [6] uses matrix methods as indicated at the beginning. Method and results in [6] extend [24] . In [6] we are unable to determine Out G as in (3.2) or (3.3), however we also derive a similar result to (3.1) by using the F-ring approach. Heineken [11] constructed nilpotent groups G of class 2 by using Frucht's realization of groups as automorphism groups of graphs. He codes a given graph Y into G by using divisibility by primes. Hence all automorphisms of G act on Y and this leads to realization theorems of Aut G/ Autc G, where Autc G is the subgroup of all central automorphisms {o e Aut G with go* = g~x(ga) = 1 for all g e G). However, observe that Stab G ç AutcG and we have not equality in general. In this sense (3.2) and in particular (3.3) are stronger results. These methods have been extended in [12] and more recently in [18, 19, 23] . They are used in [19] to sharpen Schupp's result [20] , which characterizes inner automorphisms as those automorphisms which can be extended to any group extension. This is essentially the case H = 1 in [7] or (3.2) for class 2. This result also holds within the class of finite groups [18] , and a more elementary proof is given in [19] .
We would like to thank the referee for very useful comments and for drawing our attention to the papers [13, 17] dealing with a similar question. In [13] all finite groups are realized as outer automorphism groups of some discrete subgroups of PSL(2, C). Using the Bass-Serre theory of group actions on trees and graphs, the result was extended in [17] to arbitrary groups, which was the main result in [7] .
Abelian groups with alternating bilinear map
Let H be a group and 5 a cotorsion-free ring. Recall that S is cotorsion-free if the additive group S+ is cotorsion-free, cf. [4] . Moreover S+ is cotorsion-free if and only if Hom(Z, S) = 0, with Z = Y[ Jp the Z-adic completion of Z. This is the case if and only if S+ is torsion-free, reduced (Q is not a subgroup of S+) and Jp is not a subgroup of S+ for any prime p ; Jp denotes the p-adic integers.
Next we will consider the group ring R = S[H]. It is easy to see that R is cotorsion-free as well. If r = J2geH gzg with zg e S, let (i) * : R -> S be the augumentation map r* = Y,g€H zg, which is a ring epimorphism, and let (ii) * : R -> R be given by r* = J2g€H(g~x)zg, which is an antiautomorphism of the ring R.
If X is an (infinite) cardinal, we will use the tree F = W>X of all maps 7i : « -> X for all « e co. The tree has a natural partial order, defined by inclusion of maps.
Moreover, we will use the lexicographical (linear) order on T, which we denote by "< or < ."
We define two free 5-modules on the tree T, taking
Fx -Q eTgS freely generated by exg (xg e T x H) and Tg F0 = (^ dragS freely generated by dxag (xog eTxTxH,x<a). Note that draxy -0 for all y e ker*. Next we define an alternating bilinear map / on F = Fo © Fi :
f-.FxF^F with f(f(x, y), z) = 0 for all x, y, z e F.
Define / : Fx x Fx -► F0 by setting '0 if a■= ß,
for all a, ß e T, g, h e H. If we also let / [ F0 x F = 0, then / is well defined on an S-basis of F and this map extends uniquely to an alternating Sbilinear map / on F. Moreover f(F x F) ç Fo ç F . We will not distinguish between / and / \ F» x F» : Fx x Fx -* F0 in the following. This bilinear map and the f?-module F will be fixed throughout this paper. The additional condition f(f(x, y), z) = 0 follows immediately from f(F x F) ç Fo and /(F0xF) = 0. We want to derive some elementary properties of /. Lemma 2.1. For x, y e Fx and r e R, we have f(xr, y) = f(x, yr*). Proof. We may restrict ourselves to generating elements of F . Let x = eag, y = eßh with a < ß and r e H. Then, using (ii) and (*), we have
= f(eag, eßhr~x) = f(eag, eßhr*). Lemma 2.1 can be extended by a continuity argument. Lemma 2.2. There exists a unique extension f: F x F -► F of f, satisfying the following conditions:
(i) / is an alternating S-bilinear map on F.
(n)f\F0xF = 0. (iii) /(xr, y) = f(x, yr*) for all x, y e F, reR.
Proof. At the beginning of this section we observed that R -S[H] is cotorsionfree, which implies that F is cotorsion-free. The Z-adic topology of F must be Hausdorff and / : Fx x F» -> Fo is a continuous map by linearity, which extends uniquely to a bilinear map f : Fx x Fx ^ F0. We must show that / satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii). However, / is an alternating bilinear map on the dense subset F with / [ Fo x F = 0, hence (i) and (ii) follow by continuity.
Similarly, (iii) follows from Lemma 2.1.
Remark. Again, we will identify / and / with / \ Fx x Fx -> Fo .
Next we determine particular values of /. If A is a subset of F, then (X) denotes the i?-submodule generated by X and (A), is the pure subgroup generated by X, more precisely by (X), i.e. (A), = {y e F : 3« e N, ny e (X)} . Moreover we will use (X)* = {yeF:3neN,nye (X, /(A, A))} = (X, f(X, X))t.
In many cases (X)t and (X)* are f?-submodules as well, which is shown in the next lemma. = fiyr, yr') + f(yr ,ax) + f(a2 ,yr') + f(a2, ax) e B.
We conclude f(b ,b')eB and (b) holds.
If X C Fx then we denote fa = {fx : x e X} where fx : Fx -► F0 is the homomorphism /( _ , x). Moreover we will identify fx with fx \ Fx and all its unique extensions between Fx and Fx or F and F, respectively. Recall that End X denotes the Z-endomorphism ring of X. The main result of §4 will give an abelian group G sandwiched between F and F with (**) End G = R® fa , where fa is a two-sided ideal of End G and Rnfa = 0.
Next we will derive consequences of (**). If a € Aut(G'), then / is a-invariant and a e Aut G+ by Proposition 1.1.
We can find reR, fg e fa with a -r + fg from (**). Since a e U End G+ (where U... denotes the units of ... ) and fa is a two-sided ideal of End G+ , also r e UR. We find r~x e R, hence a = r + fg = r(l + fgr~x) = r(l + gg(r<f)).
Moreover, fa=0
for any a e G and I + f" is an automorphism of G' by arguments from linear algebra. Hence 1 + f2G = Inn G' Cl+façU End G* = Aut G', where Inn G' denotes all inner automorphisms of G', cf. § 1. From ''(I + fg(rip)) G Aut G' and 1 + fg[y9) e Aut G' we conclude r e Aut G'. We use Proposition 1.1 once more and have r e URnAut G', and URnAut G' = {re UR : f is r-invariant}. In particular f(x(r*), y) = f(x, y)(r#) = f(xr, yr) = f(xrr*, y) for all x, y e G+ . We have r* = r~x(r#), and r commutes with r*. The same argument with r* gives r** = r*r** = r*r -rr* = r# , and r e Aut G' if and only if r* e Aut G'. Hence r* = rr* e Aut G' and (r*)2 = (r*)(r*) = (r*)(r**) = (rr*)* = (r*)* = r* and r* -(r*)2 e US. The ring S has only trivial idempotents, hence r* = 1 . We summarize our results. Proof. If r = 'Eg grg e H* = Aut G' nUR, then rg e Z and rr* = I by (3.1)(a). We derive and for g = 1 we have 1 = Exy=x rxry-i = ¿\^x r\ in %. This equation holds exactly if rx = ± 1 for one x e G and ry = 0 for all y ^ x . Moreover r* = 1 from (3.1)(a). If r = -x, then 1 -r* -(-x)# -1 which is impossible, hence r = x eG.
We derive H* ç H, and trivially H* = H. The rest of (3.2) is automatic by §3(a) and (3.1)(b). Recall that StabG-is abelian by [9 or 10] . Starting with suitable groups H, with particular finite H for instance, then it is possible to solve the equations rr* = 1 = r* which determine H*. Hence (3.3) is a good tool to calculate outer automorphism groups H* = Aut G'/Inn G' of nilpotent groups of class 2. There are clearly many finite groups among the /F"s not belonging to Corner's [2] classification of all finite groups realizable as (outer) automorphism groups of torsion-free abelian groups; see §5 for more details.
Combinatorial methods for constructing G
with End G = R@ fa (a) Combinatorial tools. The combinatorial methods derive from model theory, and the basic is due to S. Shelah [21] and named (Shelah's) Black Box in [3] . These ideas have been exploited in abelian group theory as well as in ring and field theory, see [3, 6, 8] and references in [3] . Here we adjust the algebraic tools and refer to [3] for a proof of the adjusted Black Box.
Let k < X be infinite cardinals with XK = X, \R\-\S\.\H\ < X, and \H\ < k .
Then we define F and F as in §2 and let / : F x F -> F be the alternating
5-bilinear map given in (2.2). Recall the definition of fg = f( _ , g) : F -► F
for any g e F , and essentially we have fg : Fx -> Fo . We want to construct (**) F CGC F such that End G = R © fa.
First we adjust the notations and results from [3, §3 and Appendix] .
Recall that the cofinality of X is the smallest cardinal cf(A) such that a continuous, strictly increasing function p : cf(A) + 1 -► X + 1 with p(0) = 0 and p(cf(X)) -X exists. Let p be a fixed function with these properties. Next we define a norm of a knot x of the tree F to be ||t|| = min{/y e cf X:xe w> p(u)} .
Hence ||t|| is an ordinal < cf(A), in fact ||t|| is the smallest ordinal such that the ordinal sequence x can be constructed by ordinals < p(cf(X)). Using the support ( §2), the norm can easily be extended to subsets of F ; cf. [3, p. 451] . If x e F, then ||x|| = sup{||t|| : x e [x]}.
In order to work with not too may homomorphisms, we restrict their domains drastically to the size < k and define a trap as a triple (e, P, tp) where (i) e: w>w -> T = W>X is a tree embedding.
(ii) F is a canonical summand of F. This means that there is a subset X c T with |A| < k and P = (eTg, daßh : xg e X x H, aßh e X x X x H with a < ß)*, see §2.
(iii) X in (ii) is a subtree of F with cf ||F|| = co.
(iv) \\v\\ = \\P\\ for all branches v in Im e . A branch v in F is a maximal linear subset of F, which we may identify with a map v : co -> X and v = {v \ n: n e co} .
(v) tp e End F. If A Ç F, then Br X will denote all branches of F in X, moreover Br Y = Br[F] for any subset Y c F . Because of (**), we have to deal with unwanted endomorphisms of F , and the idea is to do this looking at one partial endomorphisms at a time. In order to make sure that all endomorphisms have been inspected, the restriction of sufficiently many of them is enumerated in a special way by Shelah's (4.1) Black Box. Suppose f, F, and R -S[H] are given as above \R\ < X, \H\ < k , and XK = X. For some ordinal X* of cardinality X there exists a transfinite sequence of traps (ea , Pa, q>a) (a e X*) such that, for a, ß e X*, (a) ß<a^\\Pß\\<\\Pa\\. Choose a transfinite sequence (ea, Pa, tpa) (a e X*) as in (4.1). As X* is an ordinal, we can construct G as the union of an ascending continuous chain of submodules Ga (a < p) of F and p < X* using transfinite induction on p. At the same time we will decompose the ordinals < X* inductively into two disjoint subsets X*w and X* depending on the quality of the homomorphism <pa related with a by the Black Box. At the end we will show that there are no endomorphisms of G extending partial endomorphisms <pa with a e X* and this will lead immediately to the desired condition (**). At stage p we will use information of the Ga (a < p) which are already constructed and of the traps (ea, Pa, (pa) (a < p) given by the Black Box.
We begin the induction with Go = F and let p < X*. Assume that we have found ascending chains of submodules Gß of F and two chains of subsets ßw , ßs of X* with ß = ßwußs for all ß < p and elements gß e F(ß + 1 < p) such that the following holds:
("0 8ß<Pß i Ga for all ß e ps, a < p .
iai) iß = Xß + Vß with ||vyj|| > ||xyj|| and Vß e Fx is a branch element, i.e. 3v'ß e Br(Im eß) and vß = T,nemev'ß(n)-Qn for a sequence qneZ= (l)cS converging to 0 in the Z-adic topology (compare [3, p. 453] ).
(^3) ß e pw if and only if for all choices g = gß e F with (ai), (a2) it would follow that gtpß e (Gß , g)*.
In this case we say that ß is a weak ordinal, and ß is strong otherwise. If p is a limit ordinal, we simply take Gß and ps, pw to be the union of all Gß , ßs and ßw (ß < p) respectively. [Elements gß are not defined for limit ordinals p, and the inductive requirements are automatically fulfilled.]
Now we come to the case p = ß + 1 of a successor ordinal p. If we can find gß satisfying all the inductive requirements for a strong ordinal ß , then we take this element and let Gß = (Gß, gß)*. Moreover we put ß into ps and observe that gß fi Gß = Gß+l in this case.
If such an element gß does not exist, we put ß into pw and let Gß = (Gß, gß)*, where gß is now an element which satisfies only the (weaker) requirements (a») and (a2). In this case we call ß a weak ordinal. It is not obvious, that one of the two choices is always possible; condition (ax) must be checked! However, the proof given in [3, p. 458, proof of Corollary 3.10, which is based on (3.9)] shows that this is the case indeed; a third class of ("useless") ordinals is not needed. The weak ordinals ß are necessary in order to continue the construction for endomorphisms <pß which extend to endomorphisms in R® fa like çoa = id. We conclude from this x(ntp-r + fg) fi G.
[The assertion (e) says that the "bad action" of (p which is ntp fi R + fa is recognizable on "small" canonical summands.] Using the Black Box, we can find a < X* such that P cPa, \\P\\ < \\Pa\\, and <p \ Pa -<Pa-We want to show that a e X*, hence gaq> = ga(pa fi G.
From ga e G then follows tp fi End G, which is a contradiction.
Suppose a is not strong. We want to derive a contradiction from (e). Then (c) will be shown. The idea is to find candidates "ga" which could have been used at stage a of the construction to show that a is a strong ordinal indeed. Then we know from the construction that (possibly a different element) ga with ga<Pa fi G has been used at stage a.
First we pick a branch element va in Im(ea) as a ga. The ordinal a is assumed to be weak, hence Observe that (a2) is automatically fulfilled, and (^3) follows from the construction as mentioned in (*). Hence we can concentrate on (ax). As a is weak, we conclude gatpa e G0+x, and find another quadruple, g ,ñ,r ,7 such + f{va, (gñ -gn) + x(in -Tn) + va(ln -tñ)) mod Ga.
The norm of va is strictly larger than the norm of xnñtpa , and if (rn -rñ) 0 then va(rn -rñ) has support almost disjoint of the support of the other elements of the last equation. We conclude rn = rñ and modulo GQ xriñcpa = xrñ + f(gn, x) + f(va, (gñ-gn)) + x(ln -Tn) + va(in -tñ)).
The definition of / and a similar support argument force that f(va, va(ln-tñ)) must be 0, and the equation reduces to xriñtpa = xrñ + f(gn, x) + f(va, gñ -~gn + x(7« -7*«)) mod GQ. The group G is torsion-free and Ga is pure in G, hence xntpa = xr -xfg mod Ga and x(ntpa -r + fg) e Ga contradicts (g). Hence a must be strong and as we said at the beginning of this proof, this implies <p fi End G, contradicting (d).
Otherwise, there exists an « e N such that ntp e R + fa . Hence ntp -r + fg for some reR, g e G. Consider any "basic" element x = eßx for some ß e T. We have xn<p = xr + f(x, g).
Projecting both sides of the last equation to F» , it follows trivially that r = n.s for some s e R. We derive fg -n(q> -s) and « divides f(x, g), which forces g = ng' for some g' e G. We conclude <p = s + fg< e R + fa and End G = R + fa follows.
If o e Rnfa, then apply a to the same x = eßl. Hence xa = xr -f(x, g) which must be 0 by definition of /, and (**) is shown. D
Realizing Z3 as outer automorphism group
If G is torsion-free abelian, then any torsion group A = Aut G = Out G belongs to a complete list of very special groups, which is due to Corner [2] , cf.
[4, p. 335]:
(a) A is a subdirect product of primordial groups. (b) If Z2 is not a summand of A , then there exists a e A with centralizer xa(o-) is a 2-group and (x e A : x3 = 1) is a direct product of groups whose 3-Sylow-group is either 1 or Z3.
Obviously Z3 is not an (outer) automorphism group of any torsion-free abelian group. Hence it is interesting to see that Z3 = Out G for (a class of) torsion-free nilpotent groups of class 2. This also proves that (3.3) is useful to determine Out G as indicated at the end of §3. We apply (3.3) and determine H* = {r e UZ (2) [Zi]:rr* = l=r*}. Consider any re H* \ Z3, hence r -a.O + ß.l + y.2 in Z(2)[Z3] with a, ß ,y e Z(2), and rr* = 1 = r* . We derive (1) a2 + ß2 + y2 = 1, (2) aß + ßy + ay = 0, from rr* = 1 and (3) a + ß + y = 1, from r* = 1.
Using properties (2) and (3) we have ß2 + ß(a -1 ) + a2 -a = 0 which implies (ß + (a-l)/2)2 = \(2a-3a2 + 1) and 2a -Za2 + 1 is a square in Z(2). Hence -^[(3q -l)2 -4] is a square as well. Now suppose a / 0 and let a -5.2"" , 5 odd and observe that « > 0 from r fi Z3. We derive that -(\(3s -2n)2 -22{n+x)) is a square in Z (2) and thus a square in Z. An easy calculation shows that (2"-s)(2"-|-3s) must be a square in Z. Since 5 is odd, the gcd(2" -s, s) = (2n, s) = 1 and 2" -s = a2 and 2" + 3s = b2 are squares in Z. Now -3a2 = b2 mod 2"+2 and a, b are units mod 2"+2. In particular -3 must be a square residue mod 2"+2. However, « + 2 > 3 implies -3=1 mod 8 a contradiction; cf. LeVeque [15, p. 64]. We derive (3q -l)2 -4 = 0 and a e {1, -5}. Now a = \ fi Z(2) is impossible, hence a -1 and then y = ß = 0 and r e Z3. If a = 0, then from (2) and (3), {ß, y] = {0, 1}, which is absurd since r fi Z(3) » License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
